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What will you learn?



The ability of animals to sense
and react to magnetic fields is called

‘magnetoreception’



• Magnetoreception is known in:

• Bacteria (magnetotactic)

• Nematodes (e.g Caenorhabditis elegans)

• Arthropods (e.g. Drosophila melanogaster, Danaus 
plexippus)

• Molluscs (e.g. Tochuina tetraquetra)

• Chordates (e.g. Sea turtles)

• Vertebrates (e.g. mice, mole-rats, bats, foxes, birds, 
cattle)

• Human beings?????

source of images: Wikimedia commons



(It is very, very weak)

source: Wikimedia commons

BUILT IN 
TINY 

MAGNETS!

Magnetite, Fe3O4



Watch it in full later:
https://youtu.be/3uUL4ooM6KI http://www.utwente.nl/en/

http://www.kist-europe.de

BUILT IN TINY 
MAGNETS!

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbFluRWxYckxkdVA1cFd6c05WRlZ4NmFZc0VWZ3xBQ3Jtc0tsYk1MRjM3QlZmQWh6UGZ3ZjRxdElWX0Zxd2FyNThUdWdIb1ZQVDh3Mzl4eHJELVRYTXd1STBPMzhLMVF6M1o4UjVEemczczJrTnowMHdpMVdjSFNFbFNjMFJIMllYOExJdTVpcEtCRWxqdlhaalJDWQ&q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.utwente.nl%2Fen%2F
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbGVVbEF5QjdHRXBrR09jQU54QWJpVXhJTy1hZ3xBQ3Jtc0trT2wwVHU4TzFlVkpXbzdYWXZ4UU0yOWNRdm1RMzJZVkJtc3V6aEg2bmhKekt1VTEyMUpxanFoMll4TWpUc0duNWNlck0zMjF5a2JfclJoRmhlemJLMWY5SE14anBBc0pxUXhtTWpNdHJMVzlzTnlkdw&q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.kist-europe.de


(It is very, very weak)

source: Wikimedia commons
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✓Bacteria

How about more
sophisticated animals?

Magnetite, Fe3O4



Arctic Tern

Loggerhead Turtle 

Rock Pigeon 

Arctic Tern

Loggerhead Turtle 

Rock Pigeon 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.2003234.g001

Adapted from



(c) BBC

Birds CAN sense the 
DIRECTION, but NOT the 
POLARITY of the Earth’s 

magnetic field

Birds CANNOT use their 
magnetic compass in the 
DARK - ONLY in the LIGHT

Birds CAN use their compass 
in BLUE or GREEN light.
They CANNOT use their 
compass in RED light!

What behavioural biologists have discovered:



(It is very, very weak)

source: Wikimedia commons
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TINY 

MAGNETS!
✓Bacteria

Magnetite, Fe3O4

Birds,
turtles etc

BUILT IN 
TINY 

MAGNETS!
✗BUILT IN

REALLY, REALLY, 
UNBELIEVABLY 

TINY MAGNETS!



Electrons are fundamental particles
(they cannot be split into anything smaller)

https://www.flickr.com/
photos/billyandlynn/6313062659

Adapted from http://electrons.wikidot.com/band-structure-theory-and-application-in-solids
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Electrons have the following properties:

MASS : 

CHARGE : 

SPIN : 

9.11 × 10-31 kg

1.60 × 10-19 C

9.13 x 10-35 Js 

PURELY 
QUANTUM 

MECHANICAL

https://www.flickr.com/


Because of their spin, electrons behave as tiny 
magnets. 

All magnetic materials (like your fridge magnets) are 
magnetic because the tiny electron magnets line up 

together.
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In atoms and molecules, electrons pair up so that 
their magnetic fields cancel.

Almost all molecules have an EVEN number of 
electrons, all paired up.
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Nitrogen
No unpaired electrons

Oxygen
Two unpaired electrons

Oxygen is an unusual molecule in which some 
electrons are not paired up.

N   N O   O

Watch it in full later:
https://youtu.be/KcGEev8qulA



A +  B
A pair of radicals

A      B

A      B

Radicals have a single unpaired electron

Chemical bonds contain two electrons.

If a chemical bond is broken, it can break two ways:
symmetrically or unsymmetrically.

A +   B
A pair of ions

+



A +  B
A pair of radicals

A      B

Radicals are magnetic!
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Chemical reactionNo reaction

Radical Pair

A +  B

Magnetic field 

sensitive

Quantum
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The radical pair 
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Magnetic field sensitive
Radical Pair reactions

Were discovered in the 1970s



Migratory

bird Eye

Retina

cryptochrome

rhodopsin
Cone membrane disc

Cryptochrome

FAD

tryptophan

Animals have a magnetic compass that 
depends on light and on the the 

direction, but not the polarity of the 
magnetic field.

Radical pair reactions
behave in the same way!

Radical Pair

Radical Pair Hypothesis
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In our group we develop new instruments to measure
magnetic field sensitivity in chemistry and biology.

We have recently developed microscopes that allow us to look for 
magnetic effects on radical pairs in living cells



Magnetic field applied (in millitesla)

Read
the story!

Brightness of the green glow
(cell autofluorescence)



Conclusions

Many animals
can sense magnetic 

fields 
(magnetoreception)

Electrons act as tiny 
magnets

Molecules are usually not 
magnetic

Radicals are magnetic

Some chemical reactions 
are sensitive to magnetic 

fields thanks to
pairs of radicals

reacting together

Radical pairs may 
really be responsible 

for biological 
magnetoreception



Want to know more? Visit our website:

http://opes.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp/spinchem


